
Jon, Magnet 

 

1. 
 

I wasn’t a prodigy, just someone who refined their talent 

to feign a viola’s phrase. On my flight to a northeastern  

music festival, men with peroxide quaffs, follicle- 

influence a year into the Dynasty Eminem. Today  

Slim Shady runs a foundation out of my home  

state. I was finishing a camouflage phase, salvo  

never the same: discount invincible, shamble  

concealed. Assailed before my teens.  

 

2. 
 

Ensembles rehearsed in the Arts Centre, my bow’s  

rosin a grape-bubblegum shade. I surrounded  

myself with a flautist, Thom, cherubic and pierced;  

bassist Nick who imparted an urban legend about  

a lobster, a bath, and a corpse; and Una, an actress/ 

clarinetist of the Hollywoodiard circuit capped  

with a Madonna restaurant story to end all Madonna  

restaurant stories. My roommate had a fiancé;  

he’d sit on the bathroom floor during nightly calls  

the week I lost my payphone touch, the week a man  

made a pass at me, his fingers connecting with  

the callus on my neck. Serious violinists and  

violists have this bruise, chinrest laminated  

to the left side of our face.  

 

3. 
 

He was a festival volunteer who lost his wife the fall  

earlier. Why wouldn’t I accept a ride from him to  

the bookstore downtown? Years ago, my mother  

rode with a dirty old man. She tells of her vehicle jump,  

never the model or transgression. Again and again,  

he appeared at the outskirts of the company where  

she filed receipts for a manufacturer of birthday  

supplies. Crepe paper to Omaha. Nunavut party hats.  

The tension dissipated when she began her job at IBM.  

Her pursuer stayed in 1975. A quarter-century later  

a widower strokes permanence on my talent’s behalf.  

 

 

 

 



4. 
 

Predilection. Same sound neighborhood as pederast,  

but I was twenty-two, out of that danger, unlike  

when I was six and my brother’s friend  

refined his tenet for boy decay.  

You wonder what magnet.  

 

5. 
 

I ordered pasta the dinner after the widower.  

Romano cheese honored its pact with sauce  

to melt. A fly occupied the gooiest stub.  

I feared its offspring transferring from mound  

to me. You can’t practice instinct. Too posh  

to call it hitchhiking, the word concierge  

next to his name in the festival program.  

 

6. 
 

The legend of the lobster, the bath, and the corpse  

starts above a tub where a woman lights the lobster’s  

extremities. Flame stimulates. Muscles spasm  

at crustacean speed. The tail, used to masturbate. 

What allegedly transfers from one species 

to another, her death a realized gestation.  

  

7. 
 

I recall the finale of Brahms’ A Minor String Quartet.  

A key with neither flats or sharps—one vise sweetens  

another—it terrains the conveying. Skill feigning a phrase.  

I lacked the talent for repulsion. The temporal option deferred.  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


